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For the Most Vulnerable
Much is made today about the fragile state of LGBTers who need protection from ‘conversion
therapists’, a slam-em-all term for anyone who believes that gender integration is
possible. (Download ‘Power to Change’ newsletter here.)
The logic is simple and skewed. Persons cannot change and any effort to change will result in early
death by suicide. That is the express idea that drives Councilman Evan Low’s new resolution—ACR
99--sailing through the California legislature as you read this. Cease and desist from any effort to
live in harmony with your body and that of the complementary gender! It will kill you!
New solutions for the gender disintegrated rule the day and are no longer contested. Every
politician seeking election, every actor seeking a part, every academic seeking tenure must bow
the knee to ‘gay marriage’ and gender reassignment and persons who just can’t decide who
‘they’ are, gender-wise.
Even conservative shepherds mumble on the issue for fear of scattering touchy sheep. A pastor
under the influence of leadthemhome.org. looked horrified at a mother who said that she was
praying for her ‘gay’ son’s full restoration. His slightly sneering take: ‘So you think you can
change him?’
The most vulnerable? Not LGBTers. They are celebrated at every turn. ‘Love’ now defends any
gender configuration one desires. And slams anyone who disagrees as a ‘hater.’
The most vulnerable today are persons who love Jesus Christ and who live in an aching
awareness of the law inscribed on their hearts (Rom. 2:15), a truth that compels them to forego any
identification except what it means to be made male and female, sons or daughters of the Father,
through the Son, in the power of the Holy Spirit.
These are the most vulnerable, now labelled as victims of ‘conversionists’ or victimizers in their
support of likeminded ones.
As ‘Pride’ month concludes, pray for the most vulnerable, those whose sole boast is Jesus in light
of a weakness celebrated by the LGBT+ strong.
Please take time to watch our new video and become 'Chaste Together.'
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